Relativistic Gamow vectors were originally obtained from the Smatrix pole term for resonance formation experiments. They furnish an irreducible representation of the Poincare semi-group in the forward light cone and are characterized by spin and the complex pole position, very much like stable relativistic particles are labeled by spin and mass, and defined by Wigner's basis vectors of unitary Poincare group representations. Gamow vectors have an exponential semi-group time evolution and represent relativistically decaying states whose Born probabilities fulfill the exponential law and Einstein causality. Resonance bumps suggesting a Breit-Wigner amplitude are also observed in production experiments. In this paper it will be shown that the Breit-Wigner line-shape for production experiments follows from using Gamow vectors as intermediate interacting state vectors. The results demonstrate that stable and unstable state vectors integrate in consistent framework.
Introduction
This paper explores the implications of the characteristic properties of the relativistic Gamow vectors, namely those of real 4-velocities and complex mass. Specifically, it explores the integration of these properties with the standard kinematics of stable particles into a consistent framework. The investigation is carried out here by analyzing an example of resonance production. Before going into the details of the investigation, we present below the fundamental ideas and properties of the Gamow vectors.
The description of unstable particles using state vectors stems from the point of view that unstable particles are not less fundamental than the stable ones. In fact, unstable particles are listed along the stable ones in the Particle Data Table [1] and attributed values for the mass, the spin and the width (or lifetime). Hence a zero value for the width (or an infinite lifetime) is what distinguishes a stable from an unstable particle. However, the equivalence of unstable and stable particles evidenced on the phenomenological level is not reflected in an equivalent treatment on the theoretical level.
Following Wigner [2] , the definition of stable particles is given by the unitary irreducible representations (UIR) of the Poincaré group P. These UIR are characterized by two numbers, m 2 and j, which are interpreted as the mass square and the spin of the relativistic particle. The space corresponding to m 2 and j is denoted by H(m 2 , j). The association of stable particles with H(m 2 , j) has laid the foundation of relativistic quantum mechanics and field theory [3] . Some time ago, it had been mentioned [4] that the irreducible representations formalism should be suited as well for unstable particles when, the real mass m is replaced by a complex number instead. Since complex m would generally imply complex momentum p, this would lead to very complicated representations. Therefore, we choose minimally complex representations of P, which are characterized by real 4-velocities [5] . The choice of real 4-velocities for decaying states has also been mentioned before [4] where the 4-velocityp is related to the momentum p and mass m byp = p/m. This attempt at generalizing Wigner's idea to encompass unstable particles, using the concept of relativistic Gamow vectors, does not allow to calculate the complex mass from some dynamics but it provides -like [2] for the stable particles -the framework for their description.
An inherent feature of the complex mass representations is that they cannot be reconciled with Hilbert space quantum mechanics and unitary representations [2] , where observables, in particular the mass and the momentum operators P µ are generators with real eigenvalues. If the invariant energy square s, or the zero component p 0 of momentum has an imaginary part,-finite or an infinitesimal iǫ-they cannot be generalized eigenvalues of generators of unitary representations. Therefore eigenkets with an infinites-imal complex energy part p 0 + iǫ cannot furnish a unitary representation. But, they can furnish representations of the semigroup in the light cone [6] .
The phenomenological analyzes of unstable particles did not employ Wigner's definition of an elementary particle. Instead, the treatment of unstable particles that conforms with experimental observations of an exact exponential decay law, has been through "effective theories", with truncated finite-dimensional non-hermitian Hamiltonians. These theories, such as the Lee-Oehme-Yang theory [7] of the K 0 −K 0 system, are based on the nonrelativistic Wigner-Weisskopf (WW) approximation [8] . On a fundamental level, this situation is unsatisfactory since there does "not exist · · · a rigorous theory to which these various methods [WW,etc.] can be considered as approximations." [Levy, 1959] [9] .
The relativistic Gamow vectors furnish a complex mass representations of Poincaré transformations. This formulation starts from the definition of resonance as the entity associated with the pole at s = s R of the partial S-matrix with angular momentum j. In analogy to the non-relativistic formalism of Gamow vectors [10] , the out-scattering kets are analytically continued to the S-matrix pole. As is specified below, these out-scattering kets are, in the relativistic theory, the decay product basis vectors, and the mathematics with which the Gamow vectors can be described and investigated, is the Rigged Hilbert Space [11] (RHS) of Hardy functions [12] . This theory is an extension of the RHS formulation of quantum mechanics which gave a mathematical justification to Dirac's kets and continuous basis vector expansion (e.g., [13] Equations (1), (21), (22) below). Before exploring the Gamow vectors in more details, we introduce the notation used throughout the remainder of the paper and give an exposition of the relevant basis vectors of the Poincaré group.
Basis Vectors
For the one-particle space of a particle labeled by the particle species quantum numbers c (e.g., charges, isospin, etc.), H(m 2 c , j c ) denotes the space of an irreducible unitary representation of the Poincaré group P. The basis vectors are usually taken as Wigner's momenta kets [3] , |p c σ c [m c j c ] , where
• m c is the mass of the particle c,
• j c is the spin of c, and σ c is its component, (5) is not the only basis for H ab . Like for the case of one-particle states (3), a 4-velocity basis exists for the two-particle space H ab [5] which is diagonal in the total invariant energy squared and angular momentum of the two-particle system. These basis vectors are labeled as follows
where
• s ab is the invariant energy square of the [ab] system defined by
• j ab is the total angular momentum in the center of mass of the [ab] system, and σ ab is its three-component.
•p ab is the space component of the total 4-velocityp ab of the [ab] system which is defined by :
• η ab is a degeneracy quantum number that consists of the orbital angular momentum l ab and the total spin s ab of the [ab] system:
The total spin s ab is obtained from the addition of the individual spins, s a and s b , of the particles:
We note that the addition of s ab and l ab yields the total angularmomentum j ab of the system:
• n ab is a particle species label including the masses, the spins, and other species quantum numbers:
The normalization of the two-particle system kets |p ab σ ab [s ab j ab ]η ab n ab is chosen to be Lorentz-invariant:
The passage from the direct product basis
amounts to the reduction of the direct product (4) into a continuous direct sum of irreducible representation spaces [5] which is performed in analogy to direct product reduction in the momentum basis [15, 16, 17] :
The basis |[ab] (6) for definite values of s ab , j ab and η ab is the basis for the irreducible representation space H η ab n ab (s ab , j ab ) of the Poincaré transformations P.
The reduction of the direct product of two one-particle spaces into a direct sum of two-particle irreducible representation spaces (9) can be generalized to an arbitrary number of particles [17] . For instance, in the case of a system of three particles, c, e and f , a basis vector is obtained by taking the direct product of one of the particles, say c, with the angular momentum basis of the remaining two particles |[ef ] given in (6):
The basis (10) can be reduced further into a three-particle basis diagonal in the total mass and angular momentum of the three-particle system:
In (11):
• s cef is the invariant mass square of the [cef ] system:
•p cef is the space component of the 4-velocityp cef of the [cef ] system :
• n cef is the particle species labels of the [cef ] system, i.e., the masses m, spins s, and other particle species quantum numbers of the c, e, f particles : n cef = {m c s c , m e s e , m f s f ; c, e, f } .
• η cef is a degeneracy label resulting from the reduction of the direct product 
In this case, η cef consists of h cef (12) and the angular momentum of the [ef ] system: j ef . I.e.,
• j cef is the total angular momentum of the [cef ] system and σ cef is its third component. j cef results from the addition of h cef and j ef in (13):
• The quantum numbers s ef , σ ef and η ef are remnants of the [ef ] system (6) used to construct the [cef ] system, as can be seen from the direct product basis
The change of basis formula from (10) to (11) is given by [5] 2 :
) is a normalization factor given by:
The subscript "o" in (14) denotes the "cef " subscript for notational convenience. The P factor in (14) is given by
• D j is the rotation matrix corresponding to angular momentum j.
• W (Λ, p), with Λ being a Lorentz transformation, is Wigner's rotation defined by
where L(p) is the rotation-free boost, carrying a massive particle from rest, p R = (m, 0), to the momenta p:
The arguments of the rotation matrices D j are then the Wigner rotation (17) corresponding to L −1 (p).
• The C factors are the SO(3) Clebsh-Gordan coefficients which result from the successive additions of angular momenta:
• The argument e of the spherical harmonics is a unit vector given by
Overview of Rigged Hilbert Space Scattering Theory and Relativistic Gamow Vectors
The relativistic Gamow vectors were rigorously defined in the context of a rigged Hilbert space theory of scattering. Before stating the properties of the relativistic Gamow vectors, we present a brief description of that theory. For a detailed exposition, the reader is referred to [18, 6] . A rigged Hilbert space theory of scattering distinguishes between states and observables. In conventional Hilbert space quantum mechanics, the spaces of the prepared states {φ + } and of detected observables {ψ − } are the same, and they are usually identified with the whole Hilbert space H, or with the same dense subspace thereof, Φ ⊂ H, {φ
The postulate made in the RHS theory is that states and observables form two different dense subspaces of the same Hilbert space H: Φ ± ⊂ H, where Φ + = {ψ − } is the space of out-observables, and Φ − = {φ + } is the space of in-states. Thus, the theory rests on two Gelfand triplets,
Basis vectors for Φ ± are eigenkets of a complete set of commuting observables of the Poincaré group P, but, the generators of this group P incorporate the interaction. These interaction incorporating generators are called the exact ones (cf. section 3.3 in [3] ). For instance, for a two-particle system, the basis vectors of Φ ± are denoted by |pσ[sj]ηn ∓ . These basis vectors are elements of Φ × ± . Usually it is assumed that these kets |pσ[sj]ηn ∓ are related to the free ones |pσ[sj]ηn (6) by the Moeller wave operators:
but the existence and knowledge of the Moeller operators is of no importance here since we only use the exact eigenkets. The kets |pσ[sj]ηn ∓ are basis vectors for Φ ± , in the same sense as (1), i.e., providing a Dirac basis vector expansion for the in-states φ + and out-observables ψ − : 
where:
• S(R 3 ) is the space of Schwartz functions, defining the wave-functions inp.
•S ∩ H 2 ± are smooth rapidly decreasing functions of s which can be analytically continued into the upper or lower complex s-plane C ± . C ± refers to the second sheet of the Riemann surface of the partial S-matrix with angular momentum j, S j (s). We will call them Hardy functions from above or below respectively, and the corresponding spaces Φ ± Hardy spaces. The generators of the Poincaré group are continuous in the topology of Φ [19, 18] , and R s 0 denotes the physical values of the mass square s:
The RHS scattering theory outlined above provides the framework where the Lippmann-Schwinger kets |pσ[sj]ηn ± with infinitesimal imaginary parts and the relativistic Gamow vectors are rigourously defined.
The Gamow vectors are defined by the Cauchy integral around the resonance pole at s R of the analytically continued out-Lippmann-Schwinger kets |pσ[sj]ηn − to C − of the second sheet of the S-matrix. The LippmannSchwinger kets for (m 1 + m 2 ) 2 ≤ s < ∞ are by (22) the basis vectors for the space of decay products (observables). These kets should be diagonal in total angular momentum since resonances occur in one particular partial-wave which designates the spin (total angular momentum in the rest frame) of the unstable particle, and total mass-square since the continuation is performed in the Mandelstam parameter s. For instance, when the decay products are two-particles, which is the case of interest throughout this paper, the kets which yield the relativistic Gamow vectors upon analytic continuation are the out-scattering kets |pσ[sj]ηn − in (20) . Upon analytic continuation to the resonance pole s R = (M R − iΓ/2) 2 , the relativistic Gamow vectors |pσ[s R j]ηn − are obtained by the Cauchy integral around s R using the kets |pσ[sj]ηn − . We outline below the properties of the relativistic Gamow vectors |pσ[s R j]ηn − , detailing the ones relevant to this paper, namely points 1, 2 below (for a more complete exposition, the reader is referred to [18, 6] ).
The Gamow kets |pσ[s R j]ηn
− are elements of the dual space Φ × + , with complex mass-square s R , real 4-velocityp, minimally complex momenta, p = √ s Rp , definite angular momentum j. Each of these quantum numbers is a generalized eigenvalue of the corresponding conjugate 3 quantum operators. For instance, for the mass-square operator M 2 = P µ P µ , we have:
and for the spin operator
we have:
The conjugate operator A 
The same definition holds for A × + in Φ + . The complex mass-square s R = (M R − iΓ/2) 2 leads to an exact exponential decay law, and an unambiguous identification of the width with the total initial decay rate R or inverse lifetime 1/τ : Γ = τ = R [20] . However, this exponential decay law is only defined in the forward light cone (see Point 4) 
The Gamow vectors |pσ[s R j]ηn
− have a relativistic Breit-Wigner energy distribution which is given by the integral representation:
Here s R is the position of a resonance pole of the S-matrix element S j (s), and ψ − |pσ[sj]ηn − are the Hardy s-wave functions which are analytic in the semi-plane C − where s R is located. This representation (27) is obtained from the Cauchy integral around s R using the mathematical properties of the Hardy functions provided by the new axiom (19) . In (27) −∞ II signifies that the "unphysical" values of s, −∞ < s ≤ (m 1 + m 2 ) 2 , are in the second sheet. Equation (27) leads to a relation between continuous functionals over Φ + . Thus, if one omits the out-observable ψ − ∈ Φ + representing the detected decay products with particle species label n (27), one obtains the equation between functionals
Taking the limit of (27) as the width goes to zero, Γ → 0, and using the identity:
we obtain for (27): 
The relation (31) means that the functional P 1
assumes the value −iπδ(s − M 2 R ):
Similarly,
With (31), (30) simply reads:
i.e., M 2 R becomes the pole position s R for Γ → 0. Since the outobservable ψ − is arbitrary, (34) signifies:
4 A function f (z), which is analytic in the upper half of the complex plane, and which is such that |f (z)| → 0 as |z| → ∞ in the upper-half plane, satisfies ( [21] , equation (6.18)):
3. The Gamow vectors are elements of a complex basis system for the in-states φ + ∈ Φ − :
This means that the in-state φ + has a decomposition into a vector representing the non-resonant part and a sum over the Gamow vectors each representing a resonance state with resonance pole position s R i . The complex eigenvalue expansion (36) is an alternative generalized eigenvector expansion to Dirac's eigenvector expansion (21).
The Gamow vectors with fixed values [s R , j] span a representation space
for the causal Poincaré semigroup in the forward light cone:
This remarkable property of semigroup representation in the forward light cone is interpreted as a mathematical manifestation of the causality statement that a resonance state needs to be formed before observations of decay products can take place.
Resonance Production
Due to their charateristic properties, the question of integrating the relativistic Gamow vectors with the conventional Dirac bra-ket formalism of stable particles is not obvious. Of fundamental importance is the reconciliation of the complex mass with conservation of momenta; or more generally, the integration of the kinematics of unstable particles as defined by the relativistic Gamow vectors with that of stable particles into a consistent framework. In other words, can Dirac brackets involving simultaneously stable and unstable (Gamow) state vectors be computed without leading to obvious inconsistencies, such as conservation delta functions mixing real 4-momenta of the stable state vectors with the complex ones of the Gamow vectors (see Equations (40), (41), (44)). We explore these questions by using the Gamow vectors in the analysis of an example of resonance production. The calculations lead to the expressions ((67),(68)) equivalent to the standard kinematical ones -(40), (41), (44) -when unstable particles are represented by Gamow kets. We consider the production of an unstable particle d in the reaction
We restrict ourselves further to a specific channel where d decays into two particles e and f :
This (process) is depicted in Fig. 1 . We denote the center-of-mass scattering energy square by s ab ≡ (p a + p b ) 2 . In the event that d is a stable particle, the center of mass energy square of the reaction is
and the space-component of the 4-velcityp ab = p ab / √ s ab (7) satisfies:
If d is an unstable particle with the attributes of a complex mass
) and real 4-velocityp d , then the momentum is complex and given by p d = √ s dpd . Therefore, (40) and (41) are no longer valid relations. To find the relations corresponding to (40) and (41) in the case that d has complex mass, we consider the bra-ket involving directly the variables p c , p d and s ab :
In here |[c][d] − are the direct product basis vectors (5) and |[ab]
+ is the total mass-square s ab and total angular momentum j basis (6) . If d is a stable particle, (42) is an S-matrix element for the transition ab → cd for the partial-wave of ab with angular momentum j ab and s d is the real mass-square of particle d. In this case, (42) is proportional to the delta functions giving rise to the conservation conditions (40) (41):
In (43), · · · |S| · · · is a reduced S-matrix element resulting from the factoring out of the conservation delta-functions
We calculate next how the right hand side of (43) 
We should mention that the equality in (45) is not postulated, but is rigorously derived (in quantum mechanics based on the Hardy Rigged Hilbert Space) from the definition of the unstable particle d by the complex pole of the partial S-matrix.
Calculation of (42) with d unstable
In order to calculate (42) with the use of the integral representation (45), we need to insert in (42) two complete set of basis vectors. A complete set of basis vectors is a resolution of the identity with the general form: I = |one particle basis one particle basis| + |two particles basis two particles basis| + · · · .
In (46), the summation is over all particle species labels and the physical ranges of all quantum numbers, with the understanding that the summation refers to an integration with a specific measure for the continuous quantum numbers. The layout for the calculation of (42) that is performed in Section 5.1 is as follows:
The above equation means that we first, in (47), insert a complete set of out basis vectors. From the identity (46), we retain only the basis vectors with particle species quantum numbers matching those of the bra [d] [c] − |. These particle species quantum numbers are read of directly from the definition of the bra (42), [ − kets. In (48), the first term will be evaluated using the integral representation (45) of the Gamow vector. The second term is the Clebsh-Gordan coefficient that arises from the change of basis from the direct product basis vectors
− into the direct sum basis vectors |[cef ] − ; and the third term is an S-matrix element for the transition ab → cef , which is diagonal in the total angular momentum and mass-square (rest-mass energy square) of the in-state, s ab .
Details of (48)
The details of the layout (47), (48) are:
(49) Using the change of basis formula (14), we calculate the second (framed) braket on the left side of (49), which is the Clebsh-Gordan coefficient term (48), to obtain
The last (framed) braket on the left hand side of (50), which is the S-matrix element (48), can be expressed in terms of a reduced element which we denote s
ef n o |S j ab (s ab )|η ab n ab and which is defined by
In here use has been made of the energy-momentum conservation by factoring out the energy momentum δ-functions δ 
Using the integral representation (45) of the Gamow vector in the first (framed) braket of (52) yields
Using the normalization (8) for the factors in the product basis (5) for the framed braket, one obtains:
After evaluating the delta functions and Kroenicker deltas, the above expression reduces to :
Inserting (55) forp ′ o in (53), we obtain
In order to perform the integration over s ′ ef in (57), we note that from (56), s ′ o is a function of s ′ ef . This dependence is given explicitly by :
Therefore :
With (58), the integration over s ′ ef in (57) can be performed. The result is :
The quantity x 2 , with x defined in (59), is a Lorentz scalar that can be calculated in any frame. In the rest frame of d,p d = 0,p 0 d = 1, (59) yields:
The 4-velocity delta function in (60) implies that forp d = 0, p ab = p c , hence:
Limiting case Im s d → 0
In order to comprehend precisely how the relations (40) and (41) gets modified in the case of an unstable particle -s d being complex -, the relation equivalent to (60) for the case of a stable particle has to be obtained. One way of obtaining the limit of (60) as s d becomes real is to use the property (35) that in the limit that the width Γ d goes to zero, Γ d → 0, the Gamow vector goes into a generalized eigenvector of the total mass square operator with eigenvalue m 
This means that in (52), the braket
− no longer involves a Gamow vector with the integral representation (45), but, is considered as a regular Dirac braket.
Another way of obtaining (60) in the event of a stable particle is to take the limit of the equation as Γ d → 0. This is the method presented below, but naturally both ways lead to the same result.
Taking the limit of the Breit-Wigner term in (60),
Therefore, we write for the limit of (60), , we obtain finally for (65): 
Conclusion
We have found that in the limit that d is real: 
where By obtaining (60), the integration of the Gamow kets within the standard Dirac bra-ket formalism into a consistent framework has been demonstrated.
